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We imagine Gleanhouse as a place of thought an experiment in recollection, 
gleaned bits of knowledge. A description of this theory known as *brain stream, 
a “recall or retrieval of memory refers to subsequent re-accessing of events or 
information from the past, which have been previously encoded and stored in 
the brain. In common parlance, it is known as remembering. These replays are 
not identical to the original occurrence otherwise; we would not know the 
difference between the genuine experience and memory  it is a replay mixed 
with an awareness of the current situation”. Therefore, with this understanding 
the Gleanhouse Garden inspired by Piouyt (Blivet) and Necker Cube in that it is 
intentionally an ambiguous abstraction. We encourage visitors to adjust the 
way they *twig a garden. Taking time to observe, make note of the experience. 
Its time, take it slowly. 

*twig Brit., informal understand or realize something 

   

Necker Cube 
is an optical illusion first 
published in 1832 by 
Louis Albert Necker

Piouyt (aka Blivet)
is an optical illusion first
published anonymously June 1964
in Analog Science Fact/Science Fiction
Roger Hayward  later credited with 
coining the name “Blivet” published in 
The Worm Runners Digest, December 1968

*brain stream
from  “Memory”  an article by John Sutton
The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
(Summer 2010 Edition)

The Prisoner
still from BBC series 1967-1968
starring Patrick McGoohan in the title role 
photo courtesy ITC Entertainment

prefabricated “greenhouse” structure
glass panels removed, painted black

painted shadow lines

structure dimension 9’-6” H x 10’-0” W x 7’-3” D
shadow dimension 15’-7” L  x 13’-1” W
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